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Sidebar

German Aerospace Center’s (DLR) Center for Lightweight Production Technology site in
Stade, Germany, has developed EVo, an automated production line capable of 100,000
complex composite parts/yr.

Testing the system’s limits: A
fine‐trimming module in
DLR’s EVo automated RTM
production line is shown here
trimming a “Frankenframe”
test preform, conceived to
challenge the system’s
capabilities, to net‐shape
prior to molding. Source: DLR
Institute of Composite
Structures and Adaptive
Systems

Aerospace‐capable integrated
cutting: An automated cutter
and ply handling module for
DLR’s EVo automated RTM
production line. Source: DLR
Institute of Composite
Structures and Adaptive
Systems
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The German Aerospace Center’s (DLR) Center for Lightweight
Production Technology site in Stade, Germany, focuses on the
automated production of carbon fiberreinforced plastic (CFRP)
structures for the aerospace, transportation and energy sectors
via its Center for Lightweight Production Technology at two main
research sites: Augsburg and Stade. The latter has developed
EVo, an automated production line capable of 100,000 complex
composite parts/yr, to serve as a development tool, simulating a
realistic production environment to test different materials,
process parameters and automation concepts.
“EVo was originally designed to make aircraft frames and
stringers,” explains net shape RTM team manager Sven
Torstrick. “We started in 2009, the same time BMW was scaling
up CFRP to mass production, but also when the next Airbus
A320 was being envisaged in CFRP.” He says the obstacle was
how to build 500 aircraft/yr using hand layup prepreg. “For 200
fuselage frames per aircraft and 500 aircraft/yr, that’s 100,000
frames/yr. So you need an automated process line.”
Torstrick’s group initially tried to source a single integrated line
from one supplier, but eventually split the line into 6 separate
parts for bid: ply preparation, preforming, fine trimming, RTM,
oven and software. “We found a supplier that could work with all
of the other suppliers and develop a standard for how all the
units would talk to each other,” Torstrick points out. “They made
the master command module, which creates the process
recipes, monitors the process, and controls start and stop
functions.”
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The ply preparation module handles the textile rolls and sends them to the automated
cutter, where different materials and ply orientations are prepared per digital cutting files.
The cut plies are then stored in a shelf system where a robot picks and places them onto
a transfer table that interfaces with the preform area. “We need to know where the plies
are located on the transfer table,” says Torstrick, “so we have a roofmounted camera
system that feeds this information to a robot. The robot can then pick up the ply and drape
it onto the part.”
http://www.compositesworld.com/articles/turnkeymanufacturingsystemsautomatedrtmforaerospace
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The next module uses a vacuum membrane press to consolidate the stacked plies,
applying air pressure above the membrane and evacuating air from below the stack while
the powdered epoxy binder on the material is activated using infrared (IR) heating. The
resulting preform is now stable for robotic handling through the trimming process.
The “fine trimming” module trims the stabilized preform to net shape and reportedly makes
EVo a more robust process. Torstrick explains this prevents resin running around the
preform, which could lead to dry spots. He also notes there must be no open edges for
aircraft composite parts. “Milling a cured part can expose fibers to moisture intrusion and
create microcracks in the resin. All of the edges would then have to be sealed and the part
placed back in the autoclave.”
A robot places the netshape preform into the 4part RTM mold — outer mold with all
heating channels and inner/core molds where the preform is placed. The core mold is
closed and the whole package is placed into the RTM press. “All frames look alike but are
actually different geometries, so we needed to process many different parts per shipset,”
says Torstrick. “We must also use RTM 6 resin, which needs a cure time of 90 minutes or
more, so we insert the preform into the mold, move the mold into the press and then to the
oven for postcure.” Thus, EVo can inject and cure different parts immediately after each
other.
The first part being trialed is a 2m long Vshaped curved profile aircraft frame with variable
thickness and curvature radius over its length. “There is no actual part like this,” explains
Torstrick, “but we collected all of the potential issues and put them together in one part
that we call ‘Frankenframe.” The EVo line can handle parts 2.5m by 2m by 40 cm in
height, with a target time between two aircraft parts of 3040 minutes. Torstrick says this
could be significantly reduced with faster resins. “We could also accommodate automotive
rooftops, and by modifying the fine trimming area to include a foammilling operation, we
could make sandwich parts and also use the membrane press as a pressclave to cure
parts.”

This short article is a Side Story to a feature article titled "Turnkey manufacturing
systems: Materials, markets & maturation." To read the main article, click on its title under
"Editor's Picks" at top right.
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